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By Brad Wilde

I have agreed to be in charge of reporting
on first day covers for Scott Nos. 105
Yejlr End Miscellany
through 165. My plan is to write a quarterly
By the time', you' read this all members column describing the various cancellations
of the CZSG, as of August 1, 1982, will and cachets known for each issue. I hope
have received their free copy of Lawson P. that anyone interested in this field will send
Entwistle's book "Postal Markings of the me xeroxes of first day covers that they
Canal Zone." If you did not read the Sec- have. If you have a cover bearing a postretary's Report in the third quarter CZP mark or cachet that I do not mention please
you would have missed the information re- send me a copy as I will write a follow up
garding availability and ordering instruc- column when I am finished with the series.
tions for a second copy, if you so desired Hand done cachets and cachets with no reone. If you have joined after the above lation to the subject matter stamp will not
date, a copy will be mailed to you postpaid be reported. Any suggestions as to how to
if'7"y(m-wiU'selld om secretar¥-a check in _ pre~t
my_material iIL a m_or~~berent
the amount of $7.00. Lawson Entwistle is fashion are welcomed. Thank you for any
to be congratulated for his detailed and in- help that you can give me.
formative book which is a real "winner." I
105 1¢ "Gorgas" - October 3, 1928 - All
am looking forward to reading rave reviews
Canal Zone Post Offices
in the philatelic press.
Postmarks:
Machine Cancel - Ancon,
A note regarding membership. For the
Balboa, Balboa Heights
past six years I have taken names of new
Hand Cancel - Corozal, Ft. Claymembers in the American Philatelic Society
ton,
Gatun, Pedro Miguel
and the Society of Philatelic Americans who
Cachets: None Recorded
have indicated an interest in Canal Zone
philately. And during this time 288 CZPs
have been mailed to these prospects and 106 2¢ "Goethals" - October 1, 1928 - All
Canal Zone Post Offices
we have been rewarded with 55 new members-that's 20%
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa, Balboa Heights
Other sources for recruits are the many
Hand Cancel - Gamboa, Gatun,
members and dealer-members who publiciz,e
Pedro
Miguel
the CZSG both at stamp shows and in
Cachets: None Recorded
writing about us in their price lists and
house organs. We thank all of the following
107 5¢ "Steam Shovel" - June 25, 1929 and should there be any oversights please
All Canal Zone Post Offices
do let us· know; Leland Spaulding, George
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Stilwell, Robert Karrer, Donald Stolts, Robert Masters, Lawson Entwistle, James T.
I11904--;!:--""'9~~f'l
",.
'!..TM·
DeVoss, W. H. Armstrong, Elmer Brink,
H. G. DeVoe, Elliot W. Coleman, Michael
Heck, J. A. Conroy, Gilbert N. Plass, Dean
?51/.' .//;::i1·T'-'~rJ[!JY
Hawk, Rick Schwartz, and Tom Brougham.
I:-:AL:'';UIC'>TION cr
Do you know about the ICC? That acroCAN.\L ZO:--';E
nym stands for Isthmian Collectors Club
POSTAl,
SEK-Vlr:E
located in Panama. This group of some 175
--.- --. --_._.
members had the good fortune of having
1904' JO~ii':i5
~ In?
LTC Robert A. Karrer as the group's "spark
Fig. 1.
(Continued on page 24)

Balboa, Balboa Heights, Cristobal
Hand Cancel - Gatun
Cachets: Fig. 1 - This was an official
post office cachet that was applied
to all mail bearing No. 107 except
for official mail. The ink is purple.
108 10¢ "Hodges" - January 11, 1932 All Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa
Heights (registered cover)
Cachets: None Recorded
109 12<; "Gaillard" - July 1, 1929 - AIl
Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: None Recorded
Cachets: None Recorded
110 14¢ "Sibert" - September 27, 1937 AILCanal ZOll,ePosL.ofues
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa Heights, Gatun

Fig. 2.
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No. 65

Fig. 3.
Cachets: Fig. 2 was an official post
office cachet. An envelope bearing it
was given to each purchaser of the
Sibert stamp. It appears not to have
been added to other covers bearing
(Continued

from page 23)
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
By Gilbert

N. Plass

A considerable number of the rarer Canal
Zone stamps were auctioned during the
spring and summer seasons. On the whole
prices held up very well for the better material, particularly considering the large decreases shown by stamps in many other
areas.
Two of the highest priced Canal Zone
stamps were sold. The Robert Siegel Rarity
sale offered Scott No. 175a, Thatcher Ferry
bridge, silver bridge omitted. A never hinged copy of this ever popular error brought
$13,500 compared to a catalogue price of
$12,000. The most difficult normal Canal
Zone stamp to obtain in unused condition is
Scott No. 47, the 2¢ Type III. John Kaufmann sold a very well centered copy with
original gum and lightly hinged for $450q,
exactly twice the catalogue value of $2250.
There cannot be more than a handful of
copies in as fine condition as this copy.
In the follOWinglist the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis
as listed in the auction catalogue. The name
of the auction house follows. All items are
unused and without serious defects unless
mentioned otherwise. All prices have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.

Scott No.1, a vertical strip of three on
cover, foxing at top, cover reduced at left,
$1200 ($1300) Kaufmann; 2 on cover, $350
($350) Kenedi; 2, 3 on cover to John Zug,
Everet, Wash. from J. C. Perry, two rounded corners on cover, $1000 Kaufmann; 2,
used, s.e., corner crease, $110 ($175) Kaufmann; 4-8 on one cover, $650 Kenedi; 7,
Ih, $135 ($110) Superior; 14, b1. of 4, $70
($85) Kaufmann; 15, trop. og (as always)
$2400 ($1800) Kaufmann; 15a, Panama
reading down and up (10 known) in bI. of
4 with normal, trop. og, minor perf flaws,
$4750 ($9000) Siegel; 18, $40 ($40) Kenedi;
18b, PANAMA reading down and up, $60
($80) Kenedi; 18-20, trop. og as always, fvf, $95 ($130) Siegel; 20, $25 ($25) Kenedi.
Scott No. 39c, single from booklet pane
on cover, fancy boxed military censorship,
defects, $60 Spelman; 3ge, inverted center,
block of 4, trop. og, tissue paper and hinge
remnants, stain shows to front of LL stamp,
$2100 ($1800) Kaufmann; 46, f, $220 ($275)
Lowe; 47, used, $95 ($125) Metro; 48, f,
$380 ($800) Lowe; 57, trop. og, f, $130
($200) Siegel; 67, perfs cut, toned og, $160
($650) Lowe; 67a, ZONE CANAL, b1. of 4
with CANAL on R selvedge, $2lO0 ($3000)
Siegel; 69, bI. of 4, $35 ($35) Kenedi.
Scott No. 71a, inverted ovp., f, $320
($400) Superior; 71b, ZONE inverted in pr.,
se as always, f, $240 ($200) Superior; 71d,
ZONE CANAL, $240 ($200) Superior; 71e,
$120 ($125) Robbins; 73a, $120 ($120) Robbins; 81, ng, $200 ($275) Stolow; 84b,
ZONE CANAL, $280 ($250) Superior; 86,
pI. bI. of 6, $180 ($175) Schiff.
Scott No. 86a, ZONE ZONE in bI. of
4, f, $675 ($750) Superior; 86b, CANAL
inverted in pr, se as always, f, $500 ($750)
Superior; 86c, inverted ovp, dist. og, f, $240
($300) Superior; 86e, ZONE CANAL, $230
($300) Superior; 86, vert. pr. with split ovp.,
$80 Superior; 91, 92, 96, 99, lO4, $40 ($38)
Superior; 9Ia, ZONE only, (20 known),
$700 ($750) Superior; 91c, ZONE CANAL,
$100 ($150) Superior; 91, split ovp., $175
Superior; 93, b1. of 4, $25 ($22) Kenedi;
94, nh, vf, $525 ($250) Superior; 95, nh,
vf, $200 ($110) Superior; 115c, booklet with
2 panes, $475 ($500) Robbins; 117a, booklet pane with pI. no., $55 ($40) Robbins;
120-135, C15-C20, lh to nh, $150 ($187)
Superior.

by Siegel in 1967 for $lO5; 'Siegel sold it
again in 1980 for $425); JI8a, ZONE ZONE
in bI. of 6, $900 ($887) Superior; JIg, pI.
b1. of 6, perfs cut, $150 ($185) Schiff; 08,
used, toned, $425 ($600) Sotheby's.
Scott No. U2, $65 ($65) Robbins; U2,
used, $32 ($35) Robbins; UX2, used, $90
($75) Robbins; UX3, $125 ($140) Robbins;
U15, $140 ($160) Harmer NY.
Addresses of above auctioneers (please
mention Canal Zone Philatelist when writing
them): Harmers of NY, 6 West 48th St.,
New York, NY lO036; John W. Kaufmann,
Inc., 1522 K St., N. W., Washington, DC
20005; Peter Kenedi, Inc., Concourse Eastland Center, Harper Woods, MI 48445 or
17200 Ventura, Encino, CA 91316; Robson
Lowe, 502 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022;
Metro Stamp Co., Inc., 75-20 Metropolitan
Ave., Middle Village, NY 11379; Robbins
Auctior;ts,147 W. 42nd St., Suite 819, New
York, NY 10036; Jacques C. Schiff, Jr., Inc.,
195 Main St., Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660;
Scott Auction Galleries, Inc., 3 E. 57th St.,
New York, NY 10022; Robert A. Siegel
Auction Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th St.,
New Yprk, NY lO022; Sotheby Parke Bernet
Stamp Auction Co" 171 E. 84th St., New
York, NY 10028; Henry M. Spelman III,
P. O. Box 645, San Anselma, CA 94960; J.
and H. Stolow, Inc., 915 Broadway, New
York, NY 100lO; Superior Galleries, 9301
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 902lO;
Richard Wolffers, Inc., 127 Kearny St., San
Francisco, CA 94108.

1983 Scott Catalogue, Vol. I
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass

The 1983 Scott Standard Postage Stamp
Catalogue, Vol. I, appeared on schedule in
July. The most striking change is a new
order for the listings. Canada now follows
the United States and Possessions in the
catalogue and appears even before Great
Britain. This was probably done because
Canada is the next most popular country to
collect in the United States after our own
stamps.
The largest percentage change in prices
for the Canal Zone is for Scott No. 162,
the 25¢ Wallace coil. It jumps from 70¢
in the previous catalogue to $5.00. Only
129,831 copies of this stamp were sold and
Scott No. C26, pI. bI. of 6, nat. gum undoubtedly a considerable fraction of this
bend, $53 ($50) Metro; C49a, lot of 20 number were used for postage. Dealers rebooklet panes, $40 ($60) Robbins; Cl-7, bl. port that it is difficult to keep this stamp
of 4, natural gum bends as usual, $200 in stock. It should be noted that this new
($320) Sotheby's; C02, 2 covers, each with price is in italics in the catalogue which
se copy, $46 Scott; Call, unused, og, $280 indicates that the market value is fluctuatStolow; Jl-2, hr, f, $150 ($200) Stolow; J2, ing and has not settled down.
hr, $90 ($150) Siegel; J2, used, $40 ($40)
The prices of most Canal Zone stamps
Kenedi; J3, hr, f, $290 ($425) Stolow; Jl4, have been raised from the 1982 Standard
$160 ($200) Kenedi; J17a, double POST- Catalogue, many by considerable amounts.
AGE DUE, $300 ($325) Superior; J17a, bI. A number of prices are raised by usually
of 4, trop. og, $1200 ($1300) Kaufmann; modest amounts from the 1982 Specialized
Jl7b, missing E, f, $270 ($225) Superior; Catalogue. This is in marked contrast to the
Jl8a, ZONE ZONE in bI. of 6, $850 ($887) British section of this same volume where
Kaufmann (This identical block was sold many prices are down by sometimes sub-
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stantial amounts. This proves once again
the strength of the Canal Zone market and
the undoubted scarcity of many of the
stamps.
The price changes are so numerous that
I can only give a small sampling here. In
this list the price in the new 1983 Standard
Catalogue is given followed by the price
in the 1982 Standard Catalogue for comparison. Prices over $10 have been rounded
to the nearest dollar. Scott No. 15, $1800
($1600); 21, $25 ($15); 35, $50 ($35);
47, $2250 ($2000); 58, $250 ($210); 7081, $539 ($403); 84-95, $532 ($400); 97,
$45 ($30); 145, $3.00 ($2.00); 147, $1.00
($0.80); C36-41, $13 ($11); COl-7, $75
( $63); J3,$425 ($250).

setting has a broken top right serif on L
(Fig. 50, sixth stage). ZONE antique (3,
4, 5, 6); L (6).

Fig. 47. Pos. 45, sixth stage.
Z was substituted for the normal Z on
stage six even though this letter had no
defects in the previous stages (Fig. 44, third
stage; Fig 45, fourth stage; Fig 46, fifth
stage; Fig. 47, sixth stage). A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
A2f (4, 5); E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); Z antique (6).

Third Series of 1904
lly Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued

Fig. 51. Pos. 51, fourth stage.
Pos. 51. Two minor varieties occur in this
position. The left top of N2 is slightly filled
on stages two, three, and four and there
is a slight break in the bottom horizontal
stroke of L on stage four (Fig. 51, fourth
stage). Nlf (2, 3, 4); L (4).

from Second Quarter Issue)

In the last issue please note that the
letter A2 in Pos. 36 often shows extra thickness on the right side in addition to the
center and left side. In Pos. 42 the right
serif was broken off the L, not the left.
Fig. 48. Pos. 46, third stage.
Pos. 46. There is a small break in the
center of the left stroke of Nl on all five
stages (Fig. 48, third stage); the diagonal
stroke has a wavy outline on the third stage.
Both letters A are filled in on stage five
and slightly filled in on some other stages.
.----NL(2,-3,_4, 5,_6);--AIL(5);_A2f (5)..

Fig. 44. Pos. 45, third stage.

Fig. 45. Pos. 45, fourth stage.

Fig. 46. Pos. 45, fifth stage.
Pos. 45. There is a small break near the
center of the left diagonal stroke on A2
for all five stages, although it may not be
visible when letter is heavily filled in. This
letter is filled in on stages four and five.
The top left serif of E is bent down and
appears short on all five stages. An antique

Fig. 52. POS.52, third stage.
Pos. 52. Beginning sometime during the
printing of ~tillLtwO. Al began filling_JlP_
with dirt and continued printing this way
through stage six. There is a small break
near the top of the Z which can be seen
on at least some copies from all stages from
two through six; the cases when it cannot
be seen are probably due to too heavy inking. There is a small break on the top bar
of the E on some copies of stages two and
three and on stage four (Fig. 52, third
stage). Alf (25, 3 ,4, 5, 6); Z (25, 35, 4, 5,
65); E (25, 35, 4).

Fig. 49. Pos. 47, fourth stage.
Pos. 47. The letters Al and A2 are filled
in on stage five and slightly filled in on
other stages (Fig. 49, stage four). It is only
listed for stage five where it is very evident. There is a break near the bottom left
of 0 on part of stage two. Alf (5); A2f
(5); 0 (25).

Fig. 50. Pos. 48, sixth stage.
Pos. 48. The third through sixth settings
have ZONE antique. In addition the sixth
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Fig. 53. Pos. 53, third stage.
Pos. 53. There is a break near the bottom
of the left diagonal stroke of A2 on stages
two through six (Fig. 53, third stage). A2
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 54. The top horizontal stroke of the
E is slightly wavy on stages three through
six (may not show on heavily inked copies).
The serif on the right side at the top of L
is shorter than normal on stages two through
six (Fig. 54, fifth stage). E (3, 4, 5, 6);
L (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

I do not list them. The bottom left serif of
the E is either missing or is thin and pointing upward on the second and third stages
and on some of the later stages (Fig. 58,
second stage). L (2); E (2, 3, 45, 55, 65).

Fig. 62. Pas. 65, third stage.

Fig. 54. Pos. 54, fifth stage.

Fig. 58. Pos. 59, second stage.

Fig. 55. Pos. 55, fifth stage.
Pas. 55. The bottom left serif of Al is
malformed - a curved line, sometimes in
two parts on stages two through six. The
top stroke of the E has a break, while the
lower left serif shows a slight upward tilt
on stages two through six (Fig. 55, fifth
stage). Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 56. Pos. 56, fifth stage.
Pas. 56. There is an extra curved line between the center and top horizontal strokes
of the E and the top horizontal stroke has
a small break on some copies of stage two
and from stages three through six (Fig. 56,
fifth stage). E (25, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 63. Pos. 65, fifth stage.

Fig. 59. Pos. 60, third stage.
Pos. 60. There is an extra line of ink
pointing downward from near the top of the
C into the interior of the circle on the second through fourth stages and some of the
fifth stage (Fig. 59, third stage). C (2, 3,
4, 55).

Fig. 60. Pos. 62, fourth stage.
Pos. 62. There is a small break in the
central horizontal bar of Al on the fourth
and some of the fifth stage (Fig. 60, fourth
stage). AI (4, 55).

Fig. 64. Pos. 65, sixth stage.
striking feature though is NI which has the
top of the right vertical stroke going off at
a 45° angle on stages two through four
(Fig. 62, third stage). This defective N was
then replaced by an antique N,-most easily
distinguished by a long diagonal stroke
down into the lower right comer of the
letter, for the fifth stage (Fig. 63, fifth
stage). This antique N filled up with dirt
to print an extra blob on the lower right
part of the letter on the sixth stage (Fig. 64,
sixth stage). C (3, 4, 5, 6); NI (2, 3, 4);
NI antique (5); Nlf antique (6).
(Continued in next issue)

Advertising

Fig. 57. Pos. 58, third stage.
Pas. 58. There is a small extra blob of
ink to the right at the bottom of the vertical
stroke of the L (Fig. 57, third stage). L
(25, 35, 4).
Pos. 59. The top left serif of the L points
downward on the second stage and some
hints of this can be sometimes found on
later stages, but these are so obscure that

Fig. 61. Pas. 63, third stage.
Pas. 63. There is a relatively large break
in the top horizontal bar of E on stages
two through six (Fig. 61, third stage). E
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 65. This is an interesting position.
First there is a large break near the top of
C on stages three through six. The most

Manager

Would some member like to volunteer his
services as Advertising Manager for the
CZSG? The person holding this position
would collect the advertisements for each
issue, make certain that they are in suitable
form for the printer, and then forward them
to the Editor by his deadline. He would bill
the advertisers and forward the payments to
our Treasurer .. This requires only a very
few hours per quarter, but the above always
seems to come at a time when the Editor
is busiest with other matters connected with
finishing the latest issue. Thus he would
very much appreciate it if someone else
could handle these matters. If you are interested, please contact Richard Salz, our
President.

First Day Covers (Continued

The Land Dividedj

the World United

from page 19)

the Sibert stamp. The ink is purple.
Fig. 3 shows a commercial cachet
that was printed on the envelope.
The maker is unknown and the printing is in black ink.
III 15¢ "Smith" - January 11, 1932 - All
Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa
Heights (registered cover)
Cachets: None Recorded
112 20¢ "Rousseau" - January 11, 1932 All Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa
Heights (registered cover)
Cachets: None Recorded
113 30¢ "Williamson" - April 15, 1940 All Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa
Heights (with boxed handstamp reading First Day/of Issue)
Cachets: Fig. 4 shows the cachet manufactured by Crosby. The ink is black
and it is known with various photographs attached. An envelope is also
known with the words "Pacific Locks
Builder / 75th Anniversary / 18651939 / Panama Canal" printed in
the lower left corner and the words
"Sidney B. Williamson
/ "1865-
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SUPERB SALE
Canal Zone
Send

37¢ SASE for list of superior
condition Canal Zone.

Includes mint singles, plates, stationery, First FIights and First Day covers

WANT

LISTS WANTED

Fig. 6.
Canal Zone Commisaries. The printing is known in both black and
brown ink.
Fig. 4.
1939" / First Day of Issue Cover".
The ink is black and the maker is
unknown.
114 50¢ "Blackburn" - July 1, 1929 - All
Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: None Recorded
Cachets: None Recorded
115 3¢ "Washington" - January 14, 1933 All Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon
Cachets: None Recorded
116 14¢ "Indian" - January 14, 1933 - All
--Ganal--Zone-FGst--Oilkes----- ---.
Postmarks: Hand Cancel - Balboa
Heights Registered
Cachets: None Recorded
117 3¢ "Goethals" - August 15, 1934 - All
Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa, Balboa Rollers,
Balboa
Heights, Cristobal, Cristobal Rollers
Hand Cancel - Balboa, Coco Solo,
Corozal, Gatun, Madden Dam, Pedro
Miguel, Panama Canal RPO

BUYING VF/SUPERB C.Z.
Presently, I a,m looking for well centered multiples of 69 back, LH or
NHi 1, 2, 3, 15, 67 OG w/APS
cert., singles and blocks of flat top
As, 84, 97, 103, 120-35 broken sets,
163a., C6, C48a., C49a., COl-14,
J 1-20, 01-9. I pay full Scott on many
items for VF NH. Ship insured for
my best CASH offer by return mail,
pending your acceptance, or write
first describing
your stamps with
xerox and prices,
Member

APS, CZSG

DEL PARKER
10149 Hammerly No. 601
HOUSTON, TX 77080

118 & 119 ¥z¢ "Franklin" and 1¥.2¢ "Martha Washington" - September 1, 1939
All Canal Zone Post Offices
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa Heights, Corozal
Hand Cancel - Cristobal, Gamboa

CANAL

ZONE PROVISIONAL

I, 1939
Fig. 7.
Cachets: The Gamboa cover is handstamped in black ink "First day/of
Issue". Envelopes are known printed
with cachets as follows: a) in black
ink running across the bottom of the
envelope "Canal Zone First Day
Cover/Provisional Overprints - September 1, 1939". Maker unknown.
b) in black ink diagonally in the upper left comer "Canal Zone/First
September

(Continued on page 25)
WANTED

Fig. 5.
Cachets: The official cachet that was
applied to all mail bearing the Goethals stamp is shown in Fig. 5. Some
covers are known with the cachet
applied to the back of the envelope
by accident. The ink is purple. A
commercial cachet is shown in Fig.
6. The maker is not recorded, but I
have heard that it was sold in the
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AIRMAIL

COVERS 1928-79

Generous prices paid for airmail covers
to foreign countries, unusual usa_gel mixed frankings,
multiple rates, etc. I am
also interested in the following on cover:
Cl, C2, C4, C18, C20, C26, C29, C31,

C32, C35, C39, C40, C41, C04, C07,
C08, COlD, UC2 mint and used, UC5,
UC7, UC12, UXCI-5, and any perf 'P'.
I am looking for ,eal and correct usage
of stamps and rates. I do NOT want
First Flights, FCD's, or other "made up"
covers. I have material to trade.

BOX 443

TOM BROUGHAM
BERKELEY,CA

President's Message (Continued

from page 19)

plug." He no longer is assigned to duty in
Panama, but is still most active in writing
for the ICC news letter which is issued
monthly. The bulletin is full of interesting
articles, reports, club auctions, and drawings for prizes-and the state-side members are included! Many CZSG members
belong to the ICC and you might like to
try a year's membership for $4.00 (that includes first class postage to the ,U.S.). Drop
a check in the mail to Isthmian Collectors
Club, c/o Robert G. Lanphear, Box 467,
FPO Miami, FL 34059.
A note about the 11th mail sale. I have
just received my copy of the catalog and
to put it mildly was overwhelmed at the
size of the production and the manner by
which it was produced. Our vice-president,
Dick Bates, has tackled a big job in a most
interesting way-the entire sale has been
put into a computer! He is to be complimented on a first-class job and has the
thanks of all our members.
Now is a good place to close this column
while still ahead (?), and get back to work
on "the book." Don't ask "when?"-just
bear with us, for we are hard at work on
the project, and I assure you it is a proiect.
To conclude I would like to thank all the
members for their continued support. And
even though it is only September 1 when
this is being written, I have not forgotten
that Christmas is coming-Merry Christmas,
Happy Holidays, and a very Happy New
Year both economically and philatelically.

No. 48 on Cover
Richard Salz reports that he has seen a
copy of Scott No. 48, 5¢ Type III, on cover..
The postmark is from Balboa, April 1920
and the cover is addressed to Liverpool,
England.
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First Day Covers (Continued from page 23)

Day of Issue" and in the bottom
left comer horizontally "Provisional
Overprints/ Yzct. & 1Yz cts';Sept.
1, 1939" Maker unknown. c) In
deep Blue Ink running across the
bottom of the envelope "First Day
of Issue Canal Zone September First
1939". The cachet may have been
made by the Universal Stamp and
Coin Company. d) In black in large
letter running the width of the envelope "Canal Zone First Day Cover"
and then in smaller letters in the
bottom left corner "Provisional Overprint/Yz¢ and 1Yz¢ 'September 1,
1939" Maker unknown. In Fig. 7 is
shown a cachet applied in orange
and brown ink. The maker is unknown.
I need photocopies of the various cachets
used on Nos. 120-135. If you know the
name of the maker, please write it on the
back of the photocopy. Thank you. Brad
Wilde, PSC Box 2300, APO Miami 34002.

Early Use Of Cristobal
Precanceled Stamps

pany, Permit No. 2 to the Pacific Press
Publishing Co., and Permit No. 3 to the
American Bible Society.
The first large user, however, was PANAGRA who bought 3,300 of the l¢ Gorgas
to mail circulars. Montgomery Ward and
the Panama Agencies also used precancels.
On December 11, 1936, the Director of
Posts authorized the sale of sets of Cristobal
precancels to collectors, but on March 17,
1937, this authorization was rescinded. The
Cristobal postmaster was also authorized to
make sales to large users and to report
monthly on the details of such transactions.
The Cristobal postmaster wrote the Director of Posts on March 26; 1937 that precanceled stamps of the denominations l¢,
2¢, 10¢, 12¢, 17¢, 20¢, and 30¢ had been
sold to Sears Roebuck & Company, Montgomery Ward and the Panama Agencies,
and a "few of all denominations" for collectors (excepting air mail and postage due).
The sales to collectors implies that denominations other than those listed may have
been sold.
For many years Sears made their package
shipments via containerized ocean freight to
Cristobal and thence through the Cristobal
post office to customers in the Canal Zone.
This procedure lead to the use of precan-

celed stamps that were affixed in Philadelphia. The result was a substantial saving
By L. P. Entwistle
to the customer.
An examination of the Postal Affairs files,
In 1971 a West German commercial house
covering the years 1935 to 1960 at the wanted to use the same system but this re_.because
~n!erIlati0Il.al
-Agency-.-Records -CEmter~at _DiabiQ_shows.__~uest 'Ya~ ~_e:u~~
that not all the users of Cristobal precan- postal regulatIOns that prohibIt such transceled stamps were issued formal permits. frontier shipments in order to benefit from
A notation in the files indicates that Permit lower postal rates of another postal adminNo.1 was given to Sears Roebuck & Com- istration. This seems to have cut a rather
fine line, as mail shipments between the
United States and the Canal Zone require
the usual custom declaration as from a
COLLECTIONS BOUGHT & SOLD
foreign country.
THE CONROY

~!.

PHILATELIC COMPANY

THE PANAMA CANAL
D. c.

--- -----"~ASHINGTON.

,.~
.• •.~'
--,

Specializing

in

Canal Zone Postage
J.

A. Conroy -

CZSG No. 967

P. O. Box 81
West Redding, CT 06896

HELP WANTED!
I am compiling an illustrated list
of the cachets of Elmer Smith. I
need photocopies of known "Smith
cachets." He did cachets for Canal
Zone and Panama issues. Send photocopies of entire cover and note colors.
I would like to purchase these cachets
also. Thanks.
M.

DOUGLAS

PARKS

303 East Ninth
Ogallala, Nebraska 69153

·- ......Q.art"tIAL BUSINESS

-~~~~~~\I:~:T~~~~~:~OID

--.-.--.-

~~

No. --------i"i=1-59·

Fig. 1.

Official Business
David Leeds sent in an intriguing stamp
for Official Business as shown in Fig. 1.
We can find no record of the use of such a
stamp. Can any member provide further information about this or report other copies?

CANAL ZONE FOR
SPECIALISTS

at realistic prices
#1 * YF, OG, APS certificate, PANAMA 15mm SE at bottom like
all copies of 15mm variety (260
exist)
30* F-YF, NH "CANAL ZONE" inverted APS cert. (200)
3°

F+
mark,

-25-

Empire

$485

post$275

15* F+, OG, LH, APS certificate
(400 issued)
$2250
220* YF, YLH, only 50 pairs exist $750
23d* YF, NH, disturbed gum
$370
3ge* F, YYLH or possibly NH, in$395
verted center variety
$255
460* F-YF, minor gum dist. NH
46b* F- (cut in on rt. side, NH
$240
wide double ovpt.
46b* F- (barely cut in at rt.), tropi$245
cal gum, narrow ovpt.
46c* F-YF, NH trop. gum, rare,
only 2 exist
$4000
48* F-YF, LH, E under L of CANAL variety
520* YF, NH nice looking variety
560* YF, NH double overprint (100
exist)
620* F-YF, NH special to CZSG
members this ad
670* F- rt. margin cut in like all in
sheet, with rt. tab with CANAL,
only 10 like this, NH
670* F-, LH only 90 copies issued
67* F, NH tropical gum, at special
price for CZSG ad
- :t1~*- F=VF-wnne *0'5>10- plate -#---single, LH
J5* YF+, NH (hard to find in this
condition)
J17a* block of 4 average
centering, NH

$995
$110
$345
$33

$975
$665
$515
-~
$375
$110

to fine
$1250

J17b* F-, NH but gum stain on
$195
back, position 83, in pair
C014a CTO, YF+,
NH (position
42) CTO is inverted on this copy
and only top 2 rows (10 stamps)
have inverted CTO and 6 of
these are SE on one side, this
stamp is best not SE
$2350
OX 1* F-YF as issued sheet of 8
$255
U3 unused but addressed
in quill
type ink with Gatun Golf Club
corner

cordi

$495

F-YF

U4 unused but addressed
as
above, vg-fine
U14* YF, clean and scarce
UX5* F+ but toning spots and
light crease
UF1a* YF, UPSS #R4, large size
(9000 issued) scarce

$120
$425
$585
$925

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
ON
ANY
PURCHASE WITH FULL 15 DAY
RETURN FOR REFUND.

My August 1982 price list is still available and has over $60,000 in illustrated
items (2 8 x 14" pages). Send 3'1 cents ..
postage to obtain your free copy now.

Filled in Letter on No. 56
Lee Cornell has an example of Scott No.
56, 2¢ Type V, with a large filled in "E"
in "ZONE". Does anyone have another example?

7/8/1904
APS cert.

$435

Rick Schwartz
CANAL ZONE EXCLUSIYEL
Y SINCE 1965
Box

25193

Los Angeles,

CA 90025

The last sentence is intriguing. How
could War Savings Stamps issued in the
Canal Zone be distinguished from those issued in the United States? Did the Canal
Zone overprint those issued there or do they
have some other special marking? Does any
one have more information?

WESTPEX Regional
The 13th consecutive regional meeting
of the CZSG was held at WESTPEX '82 in
San Francisco on May 1, 1982. There were
eighteen members present and three visitors,
who apparently were well impressed with
the proceedings as they joined up on the
spot!
We hope that more of the local membership will show up at the next meeting
which will be held in April 1983. A notice
will appear in the first quarter CZP so that
you can make plans to attend and enjoy
our informative and social annual gathering.

-R. H. SALZ

Editor's Note
Since there was no regular third quarter
issue, I have more than twice as much material available as can be published in the'
present Fo;urth Quarter issue. If you submitted :m;terial and it has not been published, please be patient. It will appear in
the first available issue.

Fig,-!; Scott No. 71e.

Statement of ownership, management, and circulation. 1. Title: The Canal Zone Philatelist.
2. Date of filing, Sept. 16, 1982. 3. Frequency:
Quarterly. 4 issues published annually. $5.00 annual subscription price. 4. Office of publication:
9 Nittany View Circle, State College, Pa. 16801.
5. General business office: 29 S. South Carolina
Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. 6. Publisher:
Canal Zone Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina
Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 08401; Editor: Gilbert
N. Plass, P. O. Box 9973, College Station, Texas
77840. 7. Owner: Canal Zone Study Group, address above. 8. Known bondholders, etc.: None.
9. The purpose, function, and nonprofit status of
this organization and the exempt status for Federal
income tax purposes have not changed during the
preceding 12 months. 10. Extent and nature of
circulation:
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Confirmation
By R. H. Salz

Thatcher Bridge
Howard G. Devoe has several UL plate
blocks of the Thatcher Bridge stamp with
plate numbers 168154 and 168153 that
show a plate crack as a vertical line in the
margin between Pos. 1 and 2, above "1962"
in the margin.

WANTED

BY

SPECIALIST
CZ No. 12, 8th printing plate
4C, wide bar carmine vermillion, 4 mm spacing
between
Panama and bar, used or unused.
All varieties

of No.

cially double Canal
double Panama.

12, espeZone

and

Also No. 12 on cover by itself
and in combination.

•••
Paul C. Breslow
4619 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia,

PA 19140

Harry E. Huber was one of the most
prolific writers of overprinted U.S. stamps
used in the Canal Zone. His writings on
Canal Zone stamps embraced a period beginning in 1924 and ending around 1934,
and were published in Weekly Philatelic
Gossip and McKeel's. These articles contained exhaustive details on shipment dates,
issue dates, printing details, plate numbers,
and so forth. Weare all greatly indebted
to him and I am wondering if any of our
readers could give us a bit of biography
on Harry-it would be sure to make interesting reading.
Now for the "confirmation." A small,paragraph in "Canal Zone Booklets,'. 1924-32"
by Harry E. Huber in Gossip of August 27,
1932, states: "The Ie. [Scott No. 71e, booklet pane, 2nd printing] has been reported
with plate number 15961; probably 15962,
15963 and 15964 also exist." Fig. 1 confirms
the existence of plate number F 15964 on
the l¢ booklet pane with flat top A. Do
any of our members have examples of the
two unconfirmed plate numbers? We would
like to add them to the Check List. Write
your editor!

A. Total No. copies printed
B. Paid circulation
1. Sales through dealers,
2. Mail subscrihers
(membership)
C. Total paid circulation
D. Free distribution
E. Total distribution
F. Office use
G. Total

"MOUNT HOPE" Overprints
These are from a large virgin piece
of each, which we are breaking down.
All are immaculate mint, fresh o.g.,
and never hinged.
No. 46" (1¢ green and black) (Cat. $275)
$165
Fine by V.F. centering
V.F.
$200
$225
Extremely Fine
$300
Superb
No. 48" (5¢ blue and black) (Cat. $800)
$450
Fine by V.F. centering
V.F. ,,,,,,,,,,,
..,.
$575
$650
Extremely Fine
Superb
$850

Blocks of 4 Pro-rata in all
grades we can supply.

War Savings Stamps

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
BETTER GRADE CANAL ZONE?

Lawson Entwistle found the following
item in the Canal Zone Postal Guide of
May 1, 1929: "Sec. 231. The sale of War
Savings Stamps was discontinued in the
Canal Zone on December 13, 1918. Any inquiry concerning the payment of War Savings Stamps issued in the Canal Zone shall
be referred to the Director of Posts for
attention. War Savings Stamps issued in
the United States will not be paid in Canal
Zone post offices."

Comprehensive ""Canal Zone"
stock available

-26-

Satisfaction

or Immediate

Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Inter~st or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523.2522

APS
CZSG

